Collisionless shocks heat electrons in the solar wind, interstellar blast waves, and hot gas permeating galaxy clusters. How much shock heating goes to electrons instead of ions, and what plasma physics controls electron heating? We simulate 2-D perpendicular shocks with a fully kinetic particle-in-cell code. For magnetosonic Mach number Mms ∼ 1-10 and plasma beta βp < ∼ 4, the post-shock electron/ion temperature ratio Te/Ti decreases from 1 to 0.1 with increasing Mms. In a representative Mms = 3.1, βp = 0.25 shock, electrons heat above adiabatic compression in two steps: ion-scale E = E ·b accelerates electrons into streams along B, which then relax via twostream-like instability. Shock rippling also allows quasi-static shock-normal electric fields to heat electrons; we find that quasi-static fields generally contribute half of the electron heating beyond adiabatic compression.
Electron heating in collisionless shocks -stated as post-shock electron/ion temperature ratio T e /T i -is not constrained by magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) shock jump conditions. How much do electrons heat, and how do they heat? A prediction for T e /T i can constrain models for gas accretion onto galaxy clusters [1] , and cosmic ray acceleration in supernova remnants [2] [3] [4] . Detailed study of the electron heating physics can also help us interpret new high-resolution data from the Magnetospheric Multiscale Mission [5] [6] [7] .
In the heliosphere, shocks of magnetosonic Mach number M ms > ∼ 2-3 heat electrons beyond adiabatic compression via a two-step process: electrons accelerate in bulk along B towards the shock downstream, then relax into "flat-top" distributions in B-parallel velocity [5, 8, 9] . Two mechanisms -quasi-static direct current (DC) fields and plasma waves -may drive B-parallel acceleration. In the DC mechanism, an electric potential jump in the shock layer (i.e., a quasi-static electric field that points along shock normal) accelerates electrons in bulk [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The DC electron energy gain scales with cos 2 θ, where θ is the angle between B and shock normal, so no heating is predicted for exactly perpendicular shocks [10] . Plasma waves with non-zero E , such as oblique whistler waves, can also provide electron bulk acceleration and thus heating [16, 17] . Such plasma waves are intrinsic to shock structure [18] [19] [20] [21] and may be sustained by free energy from, e.g., shock-reflected ions [22] [23] [24] [25] .
In this Letter, we study thermal electron heating in multi-dimensional particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations of perpendicular shocks with realistic structure (requiring ion/electron mass ratio m i /m e > ∼ 400 [26, 27] ) and high grid resolution to resolve electron scattering and relaxation after B-parallel bulk acceleration.
Method.-We simulate collisionless 2-D (x-y) ionelectron shocks using the relativistic particle-in-cell (PIC) code TRISTAN-MP [28] [29] [30] . We inject plasma with velocity −u 0x and magnetic field B 0ŷ from the simulation domain's right-side (upstream) boundary. Injected plasma reflects from a conducting wall at x = 0, forming a shock that travels towards +x. The shocked downstream plasma has zero bulk velocity, and the upstream B is perpendicular to the shock normal, so θ = 90 • . The simulation domain expands along +x to keep the rightside boundary > ∼ 1.5 r Li ahead of the shock front [31, Sec. 2], where r Li = u 0 /Ω i is a characteristic ion Larmor radius; we checked that shock heating physics is not artifically affected by the right-side boundary. Upstream ions and electrons have equal density n 0 and temperature T 0 . The plasma frequencies ω p{i,e} = 4πn 0 e 2 /m {i,e} and cyclotron frequencies Ω {i,e} = eB 0 /(m {i,e} c) where subscripts i and e denote ions and electrons. We use Gaussian CGS units throughout.
Our fiducial simulations have ion/electron mass ratio m i /m e = 625 and total plasma beta β p = 16πn 0 k B T 0 /B 0 2 = 0.25. The fast magnetosonic, sonic, and Alfvén Mach numbers are M ms = u sh / √ c s 2 + v A 2 = 1-10, M s = u sh /c s = 3-20, and M A = u sh /v A = 1.5-10. The sound speed c s = 2Γk B T 0 /(m i + m e ), Alfvén speed v A = B 0 / 4πn 0 (m i + m e ), and, u sh is the speed of upstream plasma in the shock's rest frame; for nonrelativistic speeds, u sh = u 0 /(1 − 1/r) where r ≤ 4 is the MHD shock-compression ratio. The one-fluid adiabatic index Γ is not known a priori, but it is set selfconsistently by the degree of ion and electron isotropization. We report Mach numbers assuming Γ = 2, which overestimates M ms by ∼1-10% for stronger shocks that isotropize ions/electrons and have Γ ≈ 5/3. Upstream plasma has 16 particles per cell per species. We smooth the electric current with 32 passes of a "1-2-1" low-pass digital filter at each timestep. The grid cell size ∆x = ∆y = 0.1c/ω pe and the timestep ∆t = 0.045ω pe Shock parameter scaling.-To gain insight into electron heating physics, we measure post-shock T e /T i [ Fig. 1(c) ] for a set of simulations with varying M ms , dimensionality, magnetic field orientation θ, m i /m e , and β p . We adjust T 0 , u 0 , and B 0 to control M ms and β p while keeping shocked electrons non-relativistic; i.e., post-shock k B T e < ∼ 0.05m e c 2 . We also adjust domain width, particle resolution, and current smoothing to control noise and computing cost. In simulations with θ < 90 • , the right-side boundary expands at max (u sh , 0.5c cos θ) to retain shock-reflected electrons streaming along B.
We show the post-shock T e /T i for our fiducial 2-D m i /m e = 625 shocks with in-plane upstream magnetic field B 0ŷ in Fig. 2(a) . These fiducial simulations are converged in T e /T i with respect to transverse (y) width. For 10 0 Comparison to solar wind bow shock measurements at Earth (orange circles) [33] and Saturn (blue crosses) [34] as compiled by [35] . Five Saturn measurements with Mms > 20 are not shown.
perpendicular shocks, we find that electron heating beyond adiabatic compression requires 2-D geometry with in-plane B. show weak super-adiabatic heating in the shock layer, but the T e /T i measurement is also less precise due to numerical heating. Can DC heating in a 2-D rippled shock -i.e., varying magnetic obliquity due to self-generated waves -explain the super-adiabatic electron heating seen in our fiducial 2-D simulations? We perform 1-D shock simu-lations with oblique upstream B to estimate the heating contributed by DC fields at a given obliquity θ [ Fig. 2(b) ]. The 1-D setup keeps quasi-static shock structure (averaged over shock reformation cycles) and excludes waves oblique to the shock normal; this should retain only heating from DC fields, though shock-normal aligned waves may still contribute some heating. We do find superadiabatic heating in 1-D oblique shocks. Electrons heat more for lower θ, which is qualitatively consistent with DC field heating [10] . For our representative M ms = 3.1 shock, which has ripple obliquity θ > ∼ 80 • [Fig. 4(f) ], the DC heating inferred from 1-D oblique shock simulations appears too low to explain the full amount of superadiabatic heating.
Our fiducial 2-D perpendicular shocks appear converged in mass ratio at m i /m e ∼ 200-625 [ Fig. 2(c) ], consistent with prior simulations [27] and theory [26] . For m i /m e = 20-625, 2-D shocks agree on T e /T i to within a factor of 2-3; similar results for m i /m e = 20 were previously given by [36, 37] . A set of 3-D m i /m e = 49 simulations with narrower transverse width, 2.7c/ω pi , shows good agreement too. Agreement between 2-D and 3-D for m i /m e = 49 suggests that 2-D simulations with in-plane B include the essential physics for electron heating.
To see how heating depends on β p , we reduce m i /m e to 49 and sweep β p over 0.125-4 [ Fig. 2(d) ]. Electron heating increases above adiabatic at M ms ∼ 2-3 for all β p . At M ms ∼ 3-5 and β p ≤ 1, two-step B-parallel electron heating (which we describe below) operates for all β p < ∼ 1. At M ms ∼ 3-5 and β p > ∼ 2, a high-frequency whistler instability is expected to heat electrons instead [38, 39] . At M ms > ∼ 5, shock structure is more complex, which we do not explore here. The relationship between T e /T i and M ms does not appear to depend on β p for M ms > ∼ 4. Our fiducial T e /T i -M ms data are order-of-magnitude consistent with measurements from solar wind bow shocks [ Fig. 2(e) ], replotted from [35] . The Saturn data are uncertain in both T e /T i and M ms due to a lack of ion temperature measurements from Cassini [34] , so M ms = 0.671M A (equivalent to β p ∼ 1.5) is assumed following [35] . The Earth data have β p ∼ 0.1-1 and use directly measured ion and electron temperatures from the ISEE spacecraft [33, 40] . Both datasets are mostly quasi-perpendicular, with a majority of shocks having 50 • < θ < 90 • [33, 34] .
Electron heating physics.-For further study, we choose the weakest 2-D m i /m e = 625, β p = 0.25 shock with significant super-adiabatic heating: our representative M ms = 3.1 simulation [ Fig. 1, 2(a) ]. We redo this simulation with higher resolution: ∆x = ∆y = 0.05 c/ω pe (keeping c = 0.45∆x/∆t), 64 particles per cell per species, and 64 current filter passes per timestep. We then select all 15898 electron particles between x = 8.00-8.02 c/ω pi at t ≡ t − 324 ω pi −1 = 0, located 4 c/ω pi = 2 r Li ahead of the shock ramp, and monitor their phase 5 6 7
x (c/ω pi ) x (c/ω pi ) space evolution [ Fig. 3 ] and energy gain [ Fig. 4 ] through the shock. The perpendicular upstream B confines particles within a narrow magnetic flux tube and prevents particle drift from downstream to upstream. Elongated, ion-scale E waves accelerate electrons along B in the shock foot and ramp. These waves have |E |/(u 0 B 0 /c) ∼ 0.2-0.6 and wavelength λ y ∼ 2c/ω pi ∼ r Li [Fig. 3(a) , arrow]; we attribute this E to very oblique whistler waves (i.e., magnetosonic / lower hybrid branch) with fluctuating E x E y , E z and B y , B z > B x , as identified by prior PIC studies [24, [41] [42] [43] . A stronger bipolar ion-scale |E |/(u 0 B 0 /c) > ∼ 0.5 [ Fig. 3(b) , arrow] straddles clumps of shock-reflected ions and also accelerates electrons. Accelerated electrons appear as coherent deflections in γβ -y phase space [ Fig. 3(e-g) , arrows] that disrupt and relax via two-stream-like instability. Electron relaxation generates strong and rapid electronscale E waves and phase-space holes with λ y ∼c/ω pe [ Fig. 3(b,f,h) , boxes]. Landau damping is evidenced by flattened distributions at γβ ∼ 0.2 [ Fig. 3(k-l) ]. Electrons relax to near isotropy by t ∼ 150 ω pi −1 . Prior 2-D PIC simulations, which modeled shock foot particles as interpenetrating beam distributions, have shown qualitatively similar two-step heating behavior [24] .
E is the main source of non-adiabatic electron heating [ Fig. 4(a) ]. We decompose the sample electrons' mean energy gain W tot into parallel and perpendicular work, W = − eE v dt and W ⊥ = − eE ⊥ v ⊥ dt, integrated for every particle over every code timestep ∆t such that W tot = W + W ⊥ . We estimate the adiabatic heating as W ⊥,ad = n (γ n→n+1,ad − γ n )m e c 2 , where γ n→n+1,ad = 1 + γβ 2 n + (γβ ⊥ ) 2 n (B n+1 /B n ) (1) captures electron heating from compression between timesteps n and n + 1. In Eq. 1, the magnetic moment (γβ ⊥ ) 2 /B is held constant and γ, β , and β ⊥ are evaluated in the electron fluid's rest frame. The sum in W ⊥,ad uses a coarse output timestep ∆t out = 400 ∆t = 9 ω pe −1 .
The non-adiabatic perpendicular work can be explained by high-frequency scattering of electron parallel energy into perpendicular energy [ Fig. 4(b) ]. We Fourierspace filter E x , E y , and E z to isolate wavenumbers k y > (c/ω pe ) −1 and then construct E ⊥,HF and E ,HF (HF denotes high frequency) by projecting the Fourier-filtered fields onto local B. Then, W ⊥,HF = − eE ⊥,HF v ⊥ ∆t out and W ,HF = − eE ,HF v ∆t out . We find that W ⊥,HF and W ⊥ − W ⊥,ad agree to ∼ 10%, suggesting that nonadiabatic W ⊥ comes from electron-scale scattering of parallel energy. Exact agreement is not expected due to the coarse timestep ∆t out and the arbitrary k y cut.
The particle-averaged adiabatic moment p ⊥ 2 /B grows in steps that correlate with increases in W tot and W . Bulk acceleration at t = 84.6 ω pi −1 and t = 107.3 ω pi −1 coincides with momentarily constant p ⊥ 2 /B and increasing W prior to a scattering episode. Then, p ⊥ 2 /B increases during strong electron scattering at t = 89.6 ω pi −1 and 112.3 ω pi −1 while W flattens off [ Fig. 3 , Fig. 4(a,c) ].
Earlier, we argued that DC heating alone may not explain all super-adiabatic heating in our fiducial 2-D shocks, based on downstream volume-averaged T e /T i [Fig. 1(c) , Fig. 2(b) ]. We now estimate the DC heating contribution, enabled by self-consistent shock rippling, for our electron sample [ Fig. 4(d-f) ].
First, we decompose W tot = W x + W y + W z in Fig. 4(d) to show that W y provides the most energy, even more than W . After the shock ramp (t > 125ω pi −1 ), W x +W z ≈ W ⊥ provides adiabatic compression. We then compute W DC,i = n E i v i ∆t out , where i = x, y, z, and angle brackets are particle averages [ Fig. 4(e) ]. The E average removes waves and keeps only 1-D-like shock fields, and the v average gives the mean electron trajectory. Thus, W DC = i W DC,i estimates the work done by guiding-center drift in quasi-static fields and omits heating from waves and adiabatic compression [10, 44] .
For this sample, W DC can provide up to half of the super-adiabatic work W tot − W ⊥,ad , so W DC gives a minority of electron energy compared to adiabatic compression and wave-driven heating. The electron sample experiences a mean magnetic field tilt of less than 10 • away from perpendicular [ Fig. 4(f) ]. For these angles, a 1-D shock returns less than half the super-adiabatic heating seen in a 2-D perpendicular shock [ Fig. 2(b) ], and W DC is indeed about half of W tot − W ⊥,ad in Fig. 4(a,e ). Repeating this analysis for multiple electron samples, we find that W DC contributes generally half of the super-
The quantities W ⊥,ad , W { ,⊥},HF , and W DC,i are integrated with coarse timestep ∆t out and converged at the ∼10% level. But, W DC,x +W DC,z is uncertain up to order unity because it is the difference of two large quantities.
The error regions in Fig. 4(a,b,e ) are defined in [Supplemental Material URL].
Conclusion.-We have measured T e /T i in 2-D PIC simulations of perpendicular shocks to inform models of astrophysical systems lacking direct T e or T i measurements. In a M ms = 3.1, β p = 0.25 rippled shock, quasistatic DC fields generally provide of order half the superadiabatic electron heating; we attribute the remainder to ion-scale waves.
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